Lattice Dynamics and Contraction of Energy Bandgap in Photoexcited Semiconducting Boron Nitride Nanotubes.
Structural dynamics and changes in electronic structures driven by photoexcited carriers are critical issues in both semiconducting and optoelectronic nanodevices. Herein, a phase diagram for the transient states and relevant dynamic processes in multiwalled boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) has been extensively studied for a full reversible cycle after a fs-laser excitation in ultrafast TEMs, and the significant structural features and evolution of electronic natures have been investigated using pulsed electron diffraction and femtosecond-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). It is revealed that nonthermal anisotropic alterations of the lattice apparently precede the phonon-driven thermal transients along the radial and axial directions. Ab initio calculations support these findings and show that electrons excited from the π to π* orbitals in the BN nanotubes weaken the intralayer bonds while strengthening the interlayer bonds along the radial direction. Importantly, time-resolved EELS measurements show contraction of the energy bandgap after fs-laser excitation associated with nonthermal structural transients. This fact verifies that laser-induced bandgap renormalization in semiconductors can essentially be correlated with both the rapid processes of excited carriers and nonthermal lattice evolution.